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ABSTRACT 
The dimensional capabilities of production aluminum castings 
are described. More than 480 production casting features have 
been e1•aluated for jobbing shop aluminum castings made in 
green sand and permane111 molds. A comprehensive database of 
casting. fea ture and process descriptors has al5o been de1•el-
oped, so that the influence of these factors on casting dimen-
sional mriability can be e1•al11ared. 
Meas11reme111 system analysis techniques hal'e been used to 
ensure that the dimensional 1•ariahili1y measured was 1101 influ-
enced by excessil'e measurement system errors. The dime11-
sional rnriability of both green sand and permanent-mold cast-
ings is less than is suggested by International Standards Orga-
ni:arion (ISO) casting dime11sional tolerance specifications. 
Both feature le11gth and casring weig/11 significantly influ-
enced the dimensional l'C1riahility of aluminum castings pro-
duced in per111a11e111 molds. The dimensional repeatability of 
aluminum castings is also compared to rile dimensional repea1-
11bili1y of iron and steel castings from similar s tudies. 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to survive in an increasingly competitive market, foundries 
must produce products that satisfy customer expectations. in a timely 
and cost-effective manner. Casting dimensional integrity is a key 
component of customer satisfaction. All foundry process steps, 
including molding, pattern removal. core making, core assembly, 
pouring, heat treating and grinding, contribute to cas ting dimen-
sional variability. In order to remain competitive with other alumi-
num proces~ ing methods, the factors that influence casting dimen-
sional integrity muM be detennined, quantified and controlled. Even 
though many critical casting features are subsequent ly machined. a 
tight control of as-cast dimen ions is often necessary to ensure 
consistent setup of castings in machining fi xtures. 
A key component of overall casting dimensional integrity is 
casting dimensional variability. United States and international 
standards and guidelines describing the expected dimensional capa-
bilities of both sand and pennanent-mold castings have been pub-
lished.1.2.J This includes International Standard Organization speci-
ficat ion ISO 8062-94 (specifications for all castings including alumi-
num castings), t the AFS Aluminum Division tolerance guidelines 
for aluminum green sand and pennanent-molcl castings.2 and the 
dimensional standards for aluminum sand and permanent-mold 
castings published by the Aluminum Association.3 Appendices A-
C contain summaries of these current standards and guidelines. 
However. the ecurrent dimen ional tolerance specifications and 
guide I ines may nor adequately reflect the true dimensional capabili-
ties of aluminum castings. Recent studies have sugge ted that exist-
ing casting dimensional tolerance specifications are likely con-
founded with measurement errors that overestimate casting dimen-
sional variability.4 Unnecessarily wide dimensional tolerance speci-
fication for castings can indicate to potential customers that casting 
processes are not capable of producing close-tolerance parts. Be-
cause of this, potential casting customer; may not choo e castings, 
due to the perception that foundries cannot adequately control 
casting dimensions. 
A foundry must also be aware of its own dimensional capabilities 
so that it can quote accurate di mensional tolerances to potential 
customers. This knowledge reduce the lead time and cost associated 
with ill-conceived allempts to meet excessively tight cuMomer 
dimensional tolerance specifications. Accurate knowledge of the 
abi lity of casting processes to control feature dimensions must be 
developed from comprehensive studies of production ca~tings. ot 
only can this lead to accurate industry guidelines of casting dimen-
sional capabilities. but individual foundries can benchmark the 
dimensional capabilities of their own processes. 
In this study. the dimensional capabilities of aluminum castings 
produced by typical jobbing foundries using green sand molding and 
permanent-mold casting methods have been established. Dimen-
ional capabilities are compared to iron and steel c~ting~. 
PROCEDURES 
In order to asse s the dimensional capabilities of the participating 
foundries involved and of the industry. in general. feature dimen-
sional variability data was collected from typical production cast-
ings. The data used in this study was collected on-site at the 
participating foundries. In addition to the collection of feature 
dimensional data. more than 70casting-specific and process-specific 
variables were collected for each feature measured. 
This database of process and feature information simplified the 
evaluation of the influence of specific variables on the dimensional 
variability of ca.\ting features. Di men ional data wa collected from 
52 casti ng types at three aluminum green sand foundries and from 14 
casting types from one aluminum permanent-mold foundry. The 
dimensional capabilitie of green sand molding proces~es were 
characteri zed for both jolt squeeze and high-pressure automatic 
molding system~. 
Overall, 399 green sand casting features from 66 production 
castings were evaluated. Green sand castings ranged in weight from 
0.2-24 lb (0.1- 11 kg). Permanent-mold castings ranged in weight 
from 0.4-5 1 lb (0.2-23 kg). 
Ln most ca es, 30 mea urernents of each casting feature were 
measured from at least two different production runs over a two-
month period. In some cases. only 20 replicated castings were 
evaluated. Only feature measurements, such as length. outside diam-
eter, inside diameter, etc., were measured. The variability of geomet-
ric characteri stics. such as flatness and perpendicularity, were not 
evaluated in this study. 
Throughout the data collection phase of this study, data integrity 
was of paramount concern. Exce sive measurement errors can be 
mistakenly reported as a component of casting dimensional variabil-
ity, if adequate measurement systems are not used. Measurement 
systems analysis procedure developed by the Automotive Industry 
Action Groups were used throughout this study, to insure that 
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measurement system errors were acceptably ~mall for all casting 
feature measurements. 
For each of the casting feature measurement taken in this study, 
the repeatabiliry and reproducibility (R&R) of the specific measure-
ment system used to collect the data was evaluated. to ensure that it 
was capable of adequately measuring the feature. If the %R&R of the 
measurement system was greater 1han 30'* of lhe 101al feature 
dimensional variability. then the measurement syMem was deemed 
inadequate and was improved un1il ii was capable of measuring the 
feature. If changes in 1he measuremen1 system did no1 produce 
satisfac1ory results . then 1he dimensional data was not included in the 
~tudy. 
Mo'>l of the dimensional studies were done using hand-held 
in\ truments uch as calipeN and microme1ers. 01her variability data 
was collected using coordinate mea.,uremen1 machines (CMMs). In 
all cases, a measurement system was considered 10 be acceptable if 
the overall measurement system repeatability and reproducibility 
(%R&R) \\as less than 30% of the total feature variability. 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM EVALUATION 
Study of aluminum casting dimensional variabilit) and ongoing 
study of the dimensional variability of other casting processes has 
indicated the general acceplability of common foundry measurement 
systems used for casting inspection.6 Table I shows the repeatability 
and reproducibility of common foundry measurement systems used 
for casting inspection.7 Hand-held instruments can be successfully 
used to measure both aluminum sand ca~ting and pennanent-mold 
caMing features. 
However, the acceptability of these measurement s ystems cannot 
be assumed. it must be verified. In many cases. acceptable %R&R 
could not be achieved for small features on pem1anen1-mold castingi. 
Table 1. 
Acceptability of Foundry Measurement System tor 
Casting Dimensional Variability Assessment7 
Casting Process I 
Measurement Sand PM Investment Die 
System Castings Casting Casting Casting 
Micrometer s s s N 
Calipers s s N N 
Layout Machine s s s N 
CMM y y y s 
N = %R&R typically not acceptable; Y = %R&R typically is 
acceptable; S = %R&R marginally acceptable and sometimes 
not acceptable. 
Table2. 
Summary of Aluminum Casting Dimensional Variability Data 
Molding 
Process 
Jolt squeeze 
High-pressure 
squeeze 
Number of 
Molding 
Lines 
Studied 
3 
3 
Permanent mold 
Number of 
Casting 
Features 
Measured 
135 
264 
84 
Feature 
Length 
Range 
Casting 
Weight 
Range 
2-200 mm 0.1-11 kg 
5-190 mm 0.3-3 kg 
5-1000 mm 0.2-23 kg 
when hand-held instruments \~ere used. The small variabtht) ob-
erved for these features could only be reliabl) measured u'mg a 
CMM. In general, the R&R for a CMM is adequme for mea.,unng 
casting variability. 
The measurement system acceptability criteria of< 30' R&R 1 
dependent on the tolerance limih or variabilit) to be meaqired 
Because diecasting and investment c~ting processe\ genc:rall) pro-
duce less casting feature variabi lity, the accep1ablc mea.,urement 
system R&R is also small. 
A survey of the green sand and pennanent-mold dimcn,mnal 
features measured at participating foundries is shown in Table 2. 
Figure I shows the feature size and cast weight di stribution ol the 
cm.tings evaluated. For each one of the ''data points" on thi' and 
subsequent figures. 30 casting feature measurement\ \\Cre made to 
estimate feature dimensional variability. In addition.comprchcn'1' e 
proces and geometry descnptors were collected for each ca,ting 
feature. 
The dimen ional data and all descriptors were evaluated u'ing a 
relational database program. Included with the measured ca,tmg 
feature dimensions were over 70 casting- pecilic and feature-,pe-
cific variables. The purpo\e of this exhaustive data collection was to 
assist in the evaluation of factors that conrributed to feature' ariab1l-
i1y through statistical methods. A list of the comprehen'i'e ca ... ting 
process and feature descriptors contained in the database is contained 
in Appendix 0. 
Analyses were performed to isolate the variables that mo t 
innuenced the dimensional vaiiability of castings. Casting feature 
variability was also compared to published dimensional tolerance 
standards. Initial database querie ·were used to detennme v. h1ch of 
the process and geometric variables innuenced ca,ting feature da-
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mensiona) variability. After this set of variables wa~ ini1ially e~tab­
li,hed. ~lepwise regre sion analyses were used to de1ermine which 
variable~ had a significant effect on dimensional variability. 
Final regression equations were developed that can be used to 
predict variability for a given feature 1ype. In man) ca!>e~ . the 
re~ultant regres ion equations had low determination coefficients. 
Since regression models with a low determination coefficient cannot 
be reliably used to predic1 feature variability, confidence level 
regions were developed to more accurately illu~trate the dimensional 
capabilities for green sand and permanent-mold methods of produc-
ing aluminum caMings. 
Confidence level regions indicate what percentage of castings 
produced will have 6cr values less than the confidence region 
percentage chosen. For example, a I 0% confidence region means 
that 10% of the castings produced had dimensional variability less 
than that level. Similarly, a 90% confidence level indicates the 
threshold beneath which 90'k of the casting variability values were 
found. The~ I 0%, 50% and 90%: confidence region values were then 
compared to published dimensional tolerance standard\. The\e com-
parisons give an indicationoftheea\e ordifficultythat a foundry will 
have in producing casting~ to the dimensional variability standard 
indicated. 
RESULTS 
Casting dimensional variabil ity measured in the study was innu-
enced by caMing-specific. feature-specific and foundry-specific fac-
tors. Some of the more significanl fac1ors include the molding 
process u\ed. feature length, casting weight and presence of the mold 
parting line through the casting feature. The overa ll innuence of 
individual factor\ on dimensional variabi lity will first be presented, 
followed by a more detailed discu,sion of the interactions between 
geometric and process variables. 
Figure 2 shows casting feature dimensional variabi lity as a 
function of feature length and parting line for casting~ produced in 
green sand and permanent molds. In this figure, and in all ~ubsequent 
figures. the dimensional variabili ty is exprcs\ed in terms of the 
"total-tolerance" or six standard deviations (6cr) about the mean. 
Each data point shown on 1his and subsequent figures is the calcu-
lated total variability (6cr) determined from dimem.ional measure-
ments of the same casting feature on typically 30 castings. 
Casting dimensional variability can be observed to increase 
slightly as feature length increases, particularly for green sand 
castings. Figure 2 also indicates that no significant addilional dimen-
sional variability is observed for features that cros~ the mold parting 
line. 
Figure 3 shows casting dimensional variability a<, a function of 
casting weight and parting line for castings produced in green sand 
molds and permanent moldi.. The overall casting weight has little 
mnuence on casting feature variability. The presence of the parting 
line slightly increases the amount of dimensional variability ob-
served for features on the same castings (same weight) produced in 
green sand molds. It should be noted that the weight range for the 
aluminum green sand cas1ing measured was small : therefore, a 
trong inOuence of casting weight on feature variability is not 
expected. 
Table 3 summarize the overall inOuences of many different 
process and geometric fac1ors on dimensional variability for green 
sand castings. The various "mold relationships" liMed in this table are 
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mea!>urement system error were acceptably small for all ca~ting 
feature measurements. 
For each of the casting feature measurements taken in this study. 
the repeatabi lity and reproducibility (R&R) of the specific measure-
ment system used to collect the data was evaluated. to ensure that it 
wa~ capable of adequately measuring the feature. If the %R&R of the 
measurement system was greater than 30% of the total feature 
dimen!>ional variability, then the measurement system was deemed 
inadequate and was improved until it was capable of measuring the 
feature. If changes in the measurement sy tem did not produce 
satisfactory results, then the dimensional data was not included in the 
study. 
Most of the dimensional studies were done using hand-held 
in~truments such as caliper and micrometers. Other variability data 
was collected using coordinate measurement machines (CMMs). In 
all cases. a m~urement system was considered to be acceptable if 
the overall measurement sy~tem repeatabi lity and reproducibility 
('*R&R) was less than 30% of the total feature variability. 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM EVALUATION 
Study of aluminum casting dimensional variability and ongoing 
study or the dimensional variabi lity of other casting processes has 
indicated the general acceptabi lity of common foundry measurement 
system~ used for casting inspection.6 Table I shows the repeatabi lity 
and reproducibility of common foundry measurement ysterns used 
for ca~t ing in&pection.7 Hand-held instruments can be succe~sfully 
used to measure both aluminum sand casting and permanent-mold 
casting features. 
However, the acceptabi lity of these measurement systems cannot 
be assumed, it must be verified. In many ca~es, acceptable %R&R 
could not be achieved for small features on permanent-mold castings 
Table 1. 
Acceptability of Foundry Measurement System for 
Casting Dimensional Variability Assessment7 
Casting Process 
Measurement Sand PM Investment Die 
System Castings Casting Casting Casting 
Micrometer s s s N 
Calipers s s N N 
Layout Machine s s s N 
CMM y y y s 
N = %R&R typically not acceptable; Y = %R&R typically is 
acceptable; S = %R&R marginally acceptable and sometimes 
not acceptable. 
--- --
Table 2. 
Summary of Aluminum Casting Dimensional Variability Data 
Mold Ing 
Process 
Jolt squeeze 
High-pressure 
squeeze 
Number of 
Molding 
Lines 
Studied 
3 
3 
Permanent mold 
Number of 
Casting 
Features 
Measured 
135 
264 
84 
Feature 
Le ngth 
Range Range 
~:,~~~ I 
2-200mm 0.1-11kg 
5-190 mm 0.3-3 kg 
5-1000 mm 0.2-23 kg 
when hand-held instruments were used. The mall variability ob-
served for the e features could only be reliably measured using a 
CMM. In general, the R&R for a CMM is adequate for measuring 
casting variability. 
The measurement system acceptability criteria or< 30% R&R b 
dependent on the tolerance limit!> or variability to be mea~ured. 
Because diecasting and investment casting proce se generally pro-
duce Jes casting fea ture variability, the acceptable mea urement 
system R&R is also small. 
A survey of the green and and permanent-mold dimen~ional 
features measured at part icipating foundries is shown in Table 2. 
Figure I shows the feature size and cast weight distri bution or the 
castings evaluated. For each one of the "data points" on thb and 
subsequent figures. 30 casting feature mea urements were made to 
e!>timate feature dimensional variabili ty. ln addition, comprehensive 
proces and geometry de criptors were collected for each ca\tmg 
feature. 
The dimensional data and all descriptors were evaluated U\ing a 
relational database program. included with the measured ca~ting 
feature dimensions were over 70 casting-specific and feaiure-spe-
cific variables. The purpose of this exhaustive data collection wa~ to 
assi tin the evaluation of fac tors that contributed to fea ture variabil-
ity through stat istical method . . A li\t of the comprehensive casting 
process and feature de!>criptors contained in the database is contained 
in Appendix D. 
Analyses were performed to i olate the variables that mo~t 
inOuenccd the dimensional variabi li ty of castings. Casting feature 
variability was also compared to published dimensional tolerance 
standards. Init ial database queries were used to determine which of 
the process and geometric variables inOuenced casting fea ture d1-
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mensional variability. After this set of variables was initially estab-
li shed , stepwise regression analyses were used to detennine which 
variables had a significant effect on dimensional variabil ity. 
Final regression equat ion were developed that can be used to 
predict variability for a given feature type. In many cases, the 
resultant regress ion equations had low detem1ination coefficients. 
S ince regre s ion models with a low detennination coeflicient cannot 
be reliably u ed to predict feature variability, confidence level 
regions were deve loped to more accurately illustrate the dimensional 
capabilities for g reen sand and permanent-mold methods of produc-
ing aluminum castings. 
Confidence level regions indicate what percentage of cast ings 
produced will have 6cr values less than the confidence region 
percentage chosen. For example, a I 0% confidence region means 
that I 0% of the castings produced had dimensional variability less 
than that level. Similarly, a 90% confidence level indicates the 
thre hold beneath which 90% of the casting variability values were 
found. These I 0%, 50% and 90% confidence region values were then 
compared to published dimensional to lerance standards. These com-
parisons give an indication o f the ease o r difficulty that a foundry will 
have in producing castings to the dimensional variability standard 
indicated. 
RESULTS 
Casting dimensional variability measured in the study was influ-
enced by casting-specific. feature-specific and foundry-specific fac-
tors. Some of the more significant factors include the molding 
proce used, featu re length, casting weight and presence of the mo ld 
parting line through the ca~ting featu re. The overall influence of 
individual factori. o n dimensional variability will first be presented, 
followed by a more detailed discussion of the interactions between 
geometric and process variables. 
Figure 2 shows casting fea ture d imensional variability as a 
function of feature length and parting line for castings produced in 
green sand and pennanent molds. In this figure, and in all subsequent 
figures, the dimensional variabi lity is expressed in te rms of the 
·•total-tolerance·· or s ix standard deviations (6cr) about the mean. 
Each data point shown on this and subsequent figures is the calcu-
lated total variabi lity (6cr) detennined from dimensional measure-
ments of the same casting feature on typically 30 castings. 
Casting dime nsional variability can be observed to increase 
lightly as featu re length increases, particularly for green sand 
castings. Figure 2 also indicates that no significant additional dimen-
sional variability is observed for features that cross the mold parting 
line. 
Figure 3 shows casting dimensional variabi lity as a funct ion of 
casting we ight and parting line for cas tings produced in green sand 
molds and pennanent molds. The overall casting weight has little 
influence o n casting feature variability. The presence of the parting 
line slightly increases the amount of dimensional variability ob-
served for features on the same castings (same we ight) produced in 
green sand molds. It should be noted that the weight range for the 
aluminum green sand castings measured was small; therefore, a 
strong influence of casting weight on feature variability is not 
expected. 
Table 3 summarizes the overall influences of many diffe rent 
process and geometric factors on dimensional variability for green 
sand castings. The various ·'mold relationships" listed in this table are 
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described in Fig. 4. Because feature length is a confounding factor 
that innuencesdimen ional variability, the average feature length for 
each variability category is also l i~ted in Table 3. For example, 
additional variability ( 1.06 mm vs. 0.76 mm) was ob erved for 
features crossing the parting line, compared to dimension contained 
within the cope or drag portions of the mold. However. because the 
average feature length for dimensions crossing the parting was also 
Table3. 
Summary of Influence of Process and Geometric Variables on 
Dimensional Variability of Green Sand Casting Features 
- - -
Total 
....... ~ Tolerance - 60 Feature Length 
Overall Overall Overall Overall 
(In.) (mm) (In.) (mm) 
Factor 
Dimension Cope 0.029 0.76 1.5 38 
Location Drag 0.029 0.76 1.2 30 
Across PL 0.041 1.06 2.5 64 
Mold A 0.033 0.85 1.4 36 
Relationship B 0.031 0.80 1.8 46 
(see Fig. 4) D 0.026 0.67 2.9 74 
E 0.028 0.71 0.3 8 
F 0.041 1.05 2.6 66 
H 0.051 1.31 2.7 68 
Jolt 
Method Squeeze 0.039 1.01 1.5 38 
High-
Pressure 
0.033 0.84 2.1 53 
I Mo~;~ 
Squeeze 
__ ___J 
D 
c 
Fig. 4. Schematic of mold relationships for green sand castings. 
Feature type: A. mold to mold across casting; 8 , mold to mold 
across mold; C, mold to mold across mold and casting; D, mold to 
mold across casting/mold/casting; E, mold to sand core across 
casting; F, sand core to sand core across sand core; G, mold to 
sand core across casting and sand core; H, mold to mold across 
casting/sand core/casting. 
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greater. some of the additional parting line variability can be allrib-
uted to differences in the average feature length. Molding method 
was also observed to have a significant effect on dimensional 
variability. Greater dimensional control was observed for automated 
high-pressure molding than for manual jolHqueeze molding. 
Mold relationship, as defined in Fig. 4. can be expected 10 have 
an influence on casting variability. For example. a type Edimension 
or wall-thicknes' feature may have more dimen ional variability 
than a feature completely by cope or drag tooling, because of 
additional variations in core placement. A type F dimension, across 
a core. i. only innuenced by coremaking variations. However, clo er 
examination of the effect of fea ture type on dimensional variability 
indicates that these results arc confounded due to variations in 
average feature length for the differenl feature types. 
Figure S shows variability as a function of feature length for each 
of the three green sand foundries. o signilicanl differences in 
foundry-lo-foundry dimensional variability can be observed. All 
three foundries produced caMings of similar dimensions, and each 
had imi lardimensional capabilities. Figure 6 how variability as a 
function of casting weight for the green sand foundrie . Again. total 
tolerance was not i.ignilicantly affected by the weight of the castings, 
and all of the foundries exhibited imilar dimen ional variability. 
However, differences in foundry-to-foundry capabilities can be seen 
upon further analy e of the data. 
The dimensional capabilities of the three green sand foundries 
were further compared to each other in Table 4. The additional 
variability aero s the mold parting line for each foundry was greater 
than 0.0 I 0 inch. The average dimensional variabi lity for jolt squeeze 
molding for Foundry B and C was about twice as much as their 
average dimensional variabi lity for their high-pressure squeeze 
molding lines. 
The innuence of other process and geometric factors on the 
dimensional capabilities of the individual green sand foundrie i 
also summarized 111 Table 4. In general, the trends in the data and the 
dimensional capabilities of the foundries were imilar. All foundrie. 
exhibited additional dimensional variability for feature cro sing the 
mold parting line of more than 0.0 I in (0.25 mm). Automated high-
pressure squeeze molding resulted in reductions in dimen ional 
variabi lity from 35-50%. compared to manual jolt-squeeze molding. 
The exception was Foundry A. However. the average feature size for 
jolt-squeeze molding for Foundry A was very small compared to the 
average feature size for the other molding lines evaluated. Thil. 
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Table4. 
Foundry-to-Foundry Differences in Dimensional Variability 
-- --
Factor Total Tolerance 6cr (In.) Average Feature Length (In.) 
Foundry Foundry 
A B 
Dimension Cope 0.0297 0.0307 
Location Drag 0.0289 0.0267 
Across PL 0.0409 0.0400 
Mold A 0.0297 0.0339 
Relationship B 0.0287 0.0141 
(see Fig. 4) D 0.0215 0.0319 
E 0.0276 0.0305 
F 0.0426 0.0375 
H 0.0420 0.0401 
Molding Jolt 
Method Squeeze 0.0341 0.0567 
High· 
L_ Pressure Squeeze 0.0351 0.0284 
art1ficiali) reduced the average dimen ional variability that could be 
e'pccted for Foundry A jolt-squeeLe molding. 
The' anability :Mociated with each of the molding processes was 
modeled U\mg rcgre,sion anal)ses. lnilial multiple linear regre,.,ion 
anal)'"" began '~ith many of the processingandca.,ting variable'> that 
''en: collected a' pan of this stud) . This included casting weight, 
feature length. molding method, parting line. dimension type. pro· 
jectcd area of the ca"ing, and the bounding box of the casting. Step-
wise e limination methods were used Lo remove insignificant terms 
from the re,ultant regrcs.,ion equations and develop tolerance predic-
tion model' with the highc;,t correlation coefficients. 
The follm' ing regres;.ion equations were developed: 
Grt•t'JI Smut Moldi111<-
or 
6a (in.)= 0.()(1203 * feature length•-~ (in.) 
+ 0.00837 • molding method (0 if jolt squee1c. 
I 1f automatic) 
+ 0.00482 • parting line ( I if feature crosses parting 
line. 0 if not) 
+0.031X 
6a (mm)=+ 0.0.516 feature length's (mm) 
+ 0.2126 * molding method (0 if jolt squee1e, 
I if automatic) 
(I) 
+ 0.1224 parting line ( I if feature crosses parting 
line. 0 if not) 
+ 0.8077 (2) 
r eature length, ca\ting weight and parting line innuences all 
,1gn1f1cantl} mflucnced d11nens1onal variability for green '>and mold-
ing. E'en after remo' ing all of the insignificant variables from the 
model ca= 0.05). a rcgres,ion equation coefficient of determination 
of onl) 0. 192 'h" achi.:,ed. This 111dica1es a poor correlation be-
tween predicted variables and dimensional variab1lit). 
Analy"' ol re\lduah mdicate;, that the lo" coefficient or dcter-
m111at1on ""'due to "random variabilit) .. in the model. rather than 
io model lac!. ot fit . Thi' equation accounted for approximate!) 20'k 
ol the toi.11 dimen,ional variability 3-\ indicated in the regre'>~ion 
anal)"'· The length term was the mo\t significant or the term' in thi\ 
m odel. accoun11ng for approximately 70~ of the regression sum of 
AFS Transactions 
Foundry Foundry Foundry Foundry 
c A B c 
0.0296 1.17 1.43 2.56 
0.0376 1.12 1.69 1.86 
0.0512 2.66 2.45 1.82 
0.0387 1.43 1.98 1.14 
0.0406 1.47 2.97 2.29 
0.0310 2.30 3.45 3.64 
0.0302 0.35 0.50 0.32 
0.0409 2.76 2.08 2.65 
0.0517 2.82 2.67 2.82 
0.0444 0.99 3.16 2.29 
0.0287 2.26 1.75 1.99 
squares. Molding method accounted for approximately 24% of the 
regression sum of squares. and parting line accounted for the remain· 
ing6%. 
Similar regression analyses were also performed for the perma-
nent-mold caMing data. The following regrc-.sion equations were 
developed: 
Per111a11e111-Mold Casrin~ : 
or 
6cr (in.) = 0.000407 * fea ture length (in.Jl.125 
+ 0.00608 * casting weight (lb)o m 
+ 0.00502 
6a (mm)= 0.0103 * feature length (mm)' I:!.~ 
+ 0. 1544 * ca'>t ing weight (kg)O m 
+ 0.1275 
(3) 
(4) 
The coefficient of detennination fort hi., equation was 0.363. Thi~ 
also indicates a relative I) poor lit of the model. Feature length and 
casting weight were observed to have a s ignificant effect on dimen-
5ional variability. However. the effect of parting line and other 
variables were insignificant. A graphical representation oft he effects 
of feature length and casting weight on the dimensional variability of 
permanent-mold casting. pl oiled from Equation 3. i' 'hoy, n in Fig. 7. 
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5 FEATURE 
LENGTH (in) 
Fig. 7. Influence of feature length and casting weight on total 
tolerance for permanent-mold castings. 
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Additional regres ion analysis was performed to determine if 
dimension type had a s ignificant influence on dimensional variabil-
ity when adjusted for casting weight and feature length. Figures4 :ind 
8 schematically show the mold relationship categories used in this 
analysis, for both green sand molding and permanent-mold casting. 
Regression equations with dimension type terms were "force fit" 
to the regression equations developed previously, using step-wit.e 
elimination method . By comparing the ··13o values" for the new 
regression models with d imen ion type terms, the influence of 
dimension type can be evaluated independent of casting weight and 
feature length differences. Tables 5 and 6 show the influence of 
dimens ion type on variability, as expressed as "average f3<> d iffer-
ence" from the overa ll regression fi t equations. 
_ ____ M ___ _ 
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of mold relationships for permanent-
mold castings. Feature type: J, mold to permanent core across 
casting; K, permanent core to permanent core across permanent 
core; L, mold to permanent core across casting and permanent 
core; M, mold to mold across casting/permanent core/casting. 
Table5. 
Comparison of Average Dimensional Variability for 
Each Mold Relationship for Green Sand Castings 
Mold Average Total Average Po Number of 
Relationship Tolerance Difference Observations 
(6cr) (in.) (in.) 
A 0.033 -0.0089 77 
B 0.034 -0.0061 36 
D 0.026 -0.0202 29 
E 0.031 -0.0077 77 
I ~Ola/ 0.058 0.0110 107 0.064 0.0106 71 0.041 397 
Table 6. 
Comparison of Average Dimensional Variability for 
Each Mold Relationship for Permanent-Mold Castings 
Mold Average Total Average Po Number of 
Relationship Tolerance Difference Observations 
(60) (In.) (in.) 
A 0.013 -0.0022 41 
B 0.052 0.0166 10 
D 0.030 0.0112 8 
M 0.008 -0.0056 8 
Total 0.020 67 
In these tables, the number of observations for each dimen ion 
type is also inc luded. A the number of observations decrease. the 
uncertainty in the average l3o diffe rence increase . 
For green sand aluminum castings (Table 5), mold relationships 
A, B, D and E have le s average variability than the fitted overall 
regression model. Similarly, mold relationship F and H exhibit 
more dimensional variabiliry than the other mold relationships and 
the overall regre sion equation. For permanent-mold castings (Table 
6), mold relationships A and M exhibited lo~er dimensional vari-
ability than the overall regression model, while mold relationships B 
and D exhibited higher dimensional variability than the overall 
regression model. 
COMPARISONS TO PUBLISHED 
TOLERANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
A number of organizations have published dimensional tolerance 
standard. or guide lines for aluminum casting~. 1 .2.1 Summaries of the 
Aluminum Association dimensional tolerance guide lines and the 
AFS Aluminum Division tolerance guidelines are shown in Appen-
dices Band C, respectively, for reference. The di men ional variabil-
ity observed for green sand and permanent-mold ca Lings measured 
in this study were compared to cas ting dimen ional tolerance stan-
dards published by the International Standards Organization (ISO 
8062-94).1 
Key Components of the ISO 8062 to lerance pecification are 
summarized in Appendix A. Comparisons between ISO 8062 toler-
ance guidelines and the dime nsional variability measured in this 
s tudy indicate that the actual dimensional variabi lity of aluminum 
castings is significant ly better than these published tolerance speci-
fication would indicate. 
Table 7 show!> the dimensional variabi lity of green sand casting 
features for each foundry and each mold ing method, compared to the 
appl icable ISO tolerance pecifications. Foundry capabilit ie in 
Table 7 are expressed as a percent of casting feature that had 
variability less than the ISO tolerance limits. This table also eparates 
that data by molding method. For each oft he foundrie , the automatic 
high-pressure molding produced a higher percentage of features 
conforming to ISO tolerance. 
Table 8 ~imilarly hows a compari\on between the dimensional 
variability of permanent-mold cas tings and the applicable ISO toler-
ance t.pecifications. Although the variability of most of the perma-
nent-mold casting was less than indicated in ISO 8062, 6% of the 
castings had variabi lity greater than the loosest tolerance grade (CT 
8) and 28% had variability greater than the tightest tolerance grade 
(CT 6). 
Figure 9 ~hows how the 10% and 90% variability confidence 
levels. developed from the regression equations. compare 10 the ISO 
8062 tolerance pecifications for sand castings. Figure JO hows a 
similar comparison for permanent-mold castings. Ninety percent of 
the ca ting feature e~hibited variability less than the 90% confi-
dence limit line, while JO% of the variabi lity values fell below the 
10% confidence limit line. 
Comparisons were also made between the variability meru.ured in 
this study and American Foundrymen' s Society (AFS) and Alumi-
num Association (AA) guide lines. One hundred percent of the 
permanent-mold features exhibited variability less than the AFS 
guidelines for feature;, that cros~ a paning l ine, and 80'* confonn-
unce to the AFS guidelines for feature. that do not cro-.s a paning line. 
Compamons between Aluminum Association ~tandards and the 
variab1hty data collected as pan of this study are more difficult to 
make. I lowever. in general. Lhe dimension toler..mces indicated in the 
Aluminum A;,-.ociation guidelines are quite broad. compared to the 
variability ob-.erved in 1his study. 
All of these compamons between published dimensional speci-
fications and ca-.tings measured in this study are valid only for the 
size ca-.1ings measured in this study-up to 24 lb for green sand 
ca-.1ings. and up to 51 lb for permanent-mold cast ings. The dimen-
sional variability of significan1ly larger ca<,l ings is the subjec1 of 
fu1ure study. 
Foundries. in some cases, " upgrade" cas1ings dimensionally by 
pressing, s1ra1gh1ening. or premachining. Dimensional repea1abit i1y 
after upgrading wa<, not evaluated in 1his study. 
h should be stressed tha1 . in Lhe above comparisons, only the 
variability of ca.-.ting features was compared 10 existing standards. 
TI1is analysis does not include deviations from desired or nominal 
dimen-. ion. Mold or tooling dimensional errors can funhcr reduce 
casting feature confonnance to customer specifications. A feature 
could be Jess variable than the existing Mandard. but still no1 satisfy 
the customer '-. requirement becau. e of a dimensionally incorrect 
pattern or mold. 
r-
Table 7. 
Percentage of Green Sand Casting 
Feature Variability Measurements That Conform to 
ISO 8062 Dimensional Tolerance Standards. 
Molding 
Foundry Method 
ISO 8062 TOLERANCE GRADE l 
CT 7 CT 8 CT 9 CT 10 CT 11 CT 12 
A Jolt 
Squeeze 57% 77% 98% 100% 100% 100% 
Auto 66% 92% 99°1o 99% 99% 99% 
B Jolt 
Squeeze 35% 65% 82% 100% 100% 100% 
Auto 79% 94% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
c Jolt 
Squeeze 57% 74% 89% 94% 100% 100% 
Auto 72% 92% 92% 100% 100% 100% 
Note: CT 7-CT 9 casting tolerance grades are recommended for 
long-series production aluminum castings produced using sand 
cast. machine molding and shell molding processes. CT 9-CT 12 
are recommended for aluminum castings produced using sand 
cast hand molding processes. 
Tables. 
Percentage of Permanent-Mold Casting 
Features Variab1ltty Measurements That Conform to 
ISO 8062 D1mens1ona/ Tolerance Standards. 
Conformance 
CT6 
72% 
CT7 
88% 
CT0I 
94% I 
Note CT 6-CT 8 casting tolerance grades are recommended 
for gravity and low-pressure permanent-mold castings. 
CAPABILITY COMPARISONS 
WITH OTHER CAST METALS 
Figure I I compares the dimensional variabili1y of aluminum sand 
castings to the variabili1y of iron and steel sand ca~tings also 
measured a part of ongoing Penn State Univer-.i1y re carch. It should 
be noted that 1he iron and s1eel tolerance confidence levels were 
developed from much more data than has been collected. to date. for 
aluminum castings. Studies of dimensional variability for iron and 
steel castings included castings from a much broader weight and size 
range lhan the aluminum castings measured. 
A lthough aluminum castings appear 10 be more dimensional ly 
capable al large feature leng1hs, 1he dimensional capabi l ities for 
small aluminum casting features are similar 10 the capabili1ies for 
iron and steel sand castings. A s discussed previously, cas1ing weight 
was not a signi ficant factor in 1he regression model for the small 
aluminum green sand castings. Ca.sl ing weigh! h, however. a signifi-
cant factor in the equations for iron and steel, which have a higher 
densiry than aluminum and can exen more metal ~tale pressure on the 
mold. For heavier aluminum castings. weigh1 may influence vari-
ability. Also, for large aluminum ca.stings with greater feature 
lengths, a correlation between feature length and variabili ty may 
become apparent. 
Finally. the dimensional variabili1y of aluminum green sand 
castings is compared to steel '>hell castings (Fig. 12). Steel shell 
molded castings typically exhibited 1hc lowest sand ca-.ting dimen-
sional variability. Figure 12 also shows the I O~ and 90% confidence 
levels for steel shell castings and for aluminum green ~and ca~tings. 
The process capabilities arc similar for 1hcsc 1wo processes. 
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Figure 13 compares the capabilities of aluminum sand and 
permanent-mold casting . Permanent-mold casting~ are more di-
mensionally capable than aluminum green sand cru.tings for the 
range of fea ture lengths mea ured in thb study. Thi. comparison 
cannot be extended beyond 200 mm feature lengths. since larger sand 
ca'>tings have not yet been evaluated. 
SUMMARY 
Thcdimcmional variabi lity of aluminum green sand and pennanent-
mold ca\tings has been characterized and compared to the capabili-
ties of other casting processes and to current casting dimensional 
tolerance standards. This provides general comparisons that can be 
used by other aluminum foundries to benchmark their own dimen-
'> ional capabilitie . The role of both process and geometry character-
istics on dimensional variability has been evaluated. More work is 
needed to fully establbh the specific role of process parameter> and 
geometric parameters on the dimensional variability that can be 
e:>..pected for aluminum sand and pem1anent-mold castings. 
Although a considerable amount of dimensional data were col-
lected in tlm stud) , much more additional data needs to be collected 
to de\elop robust stmtegies for dimensional variability reduction at 
foundrie1,. Tooling allowance issues that affect ··cyntering" must also 
be addressed. Foundry-to-foundry dimensional variability differ-
ences were observed in this study. This indicates that molding 'iystem 
and sand system control parameters, as well as syMcm and tooHng 
maintcmmcc fac tors. can be expected to innuencc dimensional 
capabilities. The challenge before us is to identify these important 
dimensional control factors, to reliably sati fycustomerdimensional 
requirements. 
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APPENDIX A 
ISO 8062 Tolerance 
Guidelines for Castings3 
The basic format of Lhe ISO 8062 dimensional 1olerance standard 
is shown below. Refer to the standard document itself for detailed 
footnotes and exceptions to the tolerance limits indicated in Tables 
A I and A2. 
APPENDIX B 
Summary of Aluminum Association 
Dimensional Tolerance Guidelines3 
In 1988. the Aluminum A sociation publbhed dimensional toler-
ance specifications for aluminum castings produced in green sand 
and permanent molds. The tolerances \lated are intended for 
ca.'>tings produced at the "most economical level." "Greater accu-
racy that could be achieved through extra close work or care in 
production should be specified only when and if necessary. since 
additional cost may be involved." 
The Aluminum A sociation guidel ines have been developed for 
features on one side of the parting line, those acros~ the parting line 
and those innuenced by cores or s lides. The basic tolerance for a 
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Fig. 13. Ten % and 90% confidence limits for aluminum green 
sand and permanent-mold castings. 
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Table A t. 
Total Casting Tolerance 
Raw casting 
basic dimension 
over up to 
and 
Including 3 4 5 6 
10 0 18 0.26 0.36 0.52 
10 16 0.2 0.28 0.38 0.54 
16 25 0.22 0.3 0.42 0.58 
25 40 0.24 0.32 0.46 0.64 
40 63 0.26 0.36 0.5 0.7 
63 100 0.28 0.4 0.56 0.78 
100 160 0.3 0.44 0.62 0.88 
160 250 0.34 0.5 0.7 
250 400 0.4 0.56 0.78 1.1 
400 630 0.64 0.9 1.2 
630 1000 1.4 
TableA2. 
Tolerance Guides 
Tolerance grades recommended for short-series J 
for single-production raw castings: 
Tolerance grade CT 
Casting mater/a/ 
Light-metal materials 
Method 
Sand cast, 
Molding 
material 
Clay-bonded 
hand-molded Chemically bonded 
11 to 13 
10 to 12 
Tolerance grades for long-series production raw castings: 
Method 
Sand cast, hand-molded 
Sand cast. machine-molded 
and shell molding 
Metallic permanent-mold 
(gravity and low-pressure) 
Tolerance grade CT 
Casting material 
Light-meta/ materials 
9 to 12 
J 7 to 9 6to8 
d11ncn'11>n 1m a green 'and ulummum casting on one side of the 
paning ltnc "±0.030 m. up through 6111., and :m additional tolerance 
of ±0.!KIJ 111 loread1 md1 over6 inche,. It \hould be noted that these 
Aluminum ""11':1atton gu1dchne' are e~pre~scd in terms of the half 
wlcram:.e (± 1o l ratherth.1~ the total toh:rance (6a) used in ISO g062. 
TI1c oa'1c toler.mcc for a d11ncn\lon on a permanent-mold aluminum 
ca,lm!! on one '1de ol thc paning hnc "±0 015 ·11 h h · 
. . · ' . up t roug I m. 
lor full> machined mold l"a\11Jc,. and±0.030 m. up through 1 m. for 
ca't t0· '1LC mold,. A fully machmed mold cavil) c~·t· · · 
. . 1 • • . ...., mg" given an add111onal .±<l.!)(I_ m. tolerance for each mch ove I · h A · r me . castmg 
pr1xlm:cd m a ca,t·to-,11c mold recei,es an :iddittonal ±0 003 i 
wlerance tor ea.:h 1m;h over I inch. · n. 
Table' BI and 82 'ho"' the adduional tol II 
. . erances a owed for 
1c.11un:' that cro" the panmg hne and those th f' 
· at are a 1ected by a 
core or ,11d~ .\II ol the\c feature, arc 1·n add" · 111on to the bas· 
wlcranl°c' de,cnbcd pre' mu-,1) The addit.ional 101 . b ic 
· crance" a'>ed proJe1.tcd area. on 
AFS Transactions 
-, 
(all numbers in mm) 
astlng Tolerance Grade CT 
7 
0.74 
0.78 
0.82 
0.9 
1 
1.1 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1.5 2 2.8 4.2 
1.1 1.6 2.2 3 4.4 
1.2 1.7 2.4 3.2 4.6 6 8 
1.3 1.8 2.6 3.6 5 7 9 
1.4 2 2.8 4 5.6 8 10 
1.6 2.2 3.2 4.4 6 9 11 
1.8 2.5 3.6 5 7 10 12 
2 2.8 4 5.6 8 11 14 
2.2 3.2 4.4 6.2 9 12 16 
2.6 3.6 5 7 10 14 18 
2.8 4 6 8 11 16 ~ 
Table 81. 
Additional Tolerances for Features That Cross Mold Parting Line 
Projected Sand Permanent 
Area (ln.2) Casting Mold 
Up thru 10 ±0.020 in. ±0.010 in. 
10 thru 50 ±0.035 in. ±0.015 in. 
50 thru 100 ±0.045 in. ±0.020 in. 
100 thru 250 ±0.060 in. ±0.025 in. 
250 thru 500 ±0.090 in. ±0.030 in. 
Table 82. 
Additional Tolerances for Features Affected by Core 
Projected Sand Mold PM to PMt~ 
Area (ln.2) Sand Core Sand Core Metal Core 
Up thru 10 ±0.020 in. ±0.015 in. 
10 thru 50 ±0.035 in. ±0.025 in. 
50 thru 100 ±0.045 in. ±0.030 in. 
100 thru 250 ±0.060 in. ±0.040 1n. 
~O thru 1000 ±0.090 in. ±0.060 in. 
APPENDIX C 
Summary of AFS Aluminum Division 
Dimensional Tolerance Guidellnes2 
±0.010 in. 
±0.015 in. 
±0.0ISio. J 
±0.022 in. 
±0.032 in. 
A widely used handbook published by the A luminum Division of the 
American Foundrymen's Society suggests molding process capa-
bilitic~ for all common aluminum ca\ling proces C'>. It describes 
basic design consideration~ for each molding method. These toler-
ance guidelines are intended for simple shape~ that arc produced 
using traditional molding methods. 
A nominal dimensional variability is recommended for Al sand 
casting features between two points in the same half of the mold that 
are not affected by the paning line or a core. Additional variability is 
allowed for four additional condition~: features that cross the mold 
parting l ine, features affected by a core. feature~ affected by draft and 
feature~ that are affected by finishing operations. Tolerances for 
permanent-mold castings are . imilarly described. 
837 
A nominal dimensional variability tolerance can be increased for 
features crossing a mold parting line, features affected by moving 
parts, features affected by draft, features requiring finishing and 
surfaces that are subjected to a flatness tolerance. 
APPENDIX D 
Casting and Feature Characteristics 
Included in Database 
A comprehensive database of process variables and casting geom-
etry descriptors were collected, along with the dimensional variabil-
ity data. These variables and descriptors are listed. Database search-
ing permits the influence of these factors on casting dimensional 
variability to be readily determined. 
• Casting Variables 
Castings produced per year 
Castings produced per lot 
Castings per mold 
Minimum space between castings 
Type of flask 
Dimensions of the mold 
Area of the parting line 
Height of the cope 
Height of the drag 
Are jackets used during pouring? 
Metal and/or alloy type 
Pouring temperature control limits 
Are molds weighted during pouring? 
Heat treatment 
Total pouring weight 
Finished weight 
Largest dimension of the casting 
Pouri ng time 
Max imum wall thickness 
Minimum wall thickness 
Projected area of entire casting 
Volume of the casting bounding box 
Number of cores per castings 
Volume of all internal cores 
Pattern materi al(s) 
Condition of the pattern 
Pattern equipment age 
Patte rn mounting 
Type of molding sand 
Is facing sand used? 
How often is pin alignment checked? 
Compaction method 
Are chill s used? 
• Sand System Variables 
838 
Type of molding sand 
General type of binder 
Type of molding equipment 
Age molding equipment 
Type of muller 
l s a sand cooler used? 
fs a sand heater used? 
Type of mold wash 
Mold wash application method 
Mold wash drying method 
Type of sand 
AFS gfn 
Permeability control limits 
Compress strength control limits 
Shear strength control limits 
Moisture control limits 
Compactibility control limits 
C lay contro l limits 
Mold hardness control limits 
New sand percentages 
Tensi le strength control limits 
Sand temperature control limits 
•Core System Variables 
Type of core binder 
Core sand mixing equipment 
Type of core wash 
Core wash application method 
Core wash curing method 
Type of sand 
AFS gfn 
Permeability contro l limits 
Binder percentage control limits 
Hardness limits 
New sand percentage 
Tensile strength control limits 
• Feature Variables 
Feature location (cope, drag, PL) 
Direction, with respect to parting line 
Is this feature drafted? 
Affected by grinding? 
Does mold wash affect feature? 
Affected by straighte ning? 
Nominal d imension of feature 
Mold relationship type 
Crosses mold parting line? 
Does core wash affect this fea ture? 
How are cores set? 
Are core assemblies used? 
Fixtures used to assemble cores? 
Cross a core assembly joint? 
Corebox material(s) used 
Condition of corebox(es) used 
Measurement instrument used 
Corresponding pattern dimension 
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